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Abstract: This study focuses on how knowledge is mobilized in agile information systems (IS) projects. One crucial success factor of those projects is to mobilize knowledge through different knowledge management processes. It is vital to establish efficient knowledge management (KM) processes to generate a knowledge culture based on transparency and communication. Communication channels, digital tools, and platforms are essential for establishing a KM infrastructure supporting the knowledge work of the project organization. Thus, each IS implementation team should maintain a knowledge base and a knowledge potential at some level. However, this is not always the case. We conducted a literature review to survey the extant research on the role of KM in agile system development projects. The agile approach is often associated with the networking model and tacit knowledge. The findings indicate that the agile approach is supposed to promote KM. While tacit knowledge is rooted in the analogue process of continuous actions and informal communication, explicit knowledge is captured in digital records of documentation and databases. In KM, the personalization model (behavioural, networking) and the codification (technocratic, repository) model is central. The choice of system development method (agile versus plan-driven) influences how knowledge is mobilized in the project organization. An agile approach heavily relies on informal communication, tacit knowledge sharing, and light documentation. In contrast, the plan-driven methods such as the waterfall approach generate more explicit knowledge through documentation. Communities of practice are important structures for transforming from plan-driven to agile approaches. We present a framework showing specific challenges the literature identifies concerning the efficient mobilization of knowledge in the agile context. For large-scale agile projects, informal coordination mechanisms were important. This study identifies several measures for overcoming barriers and risks for knowledge sharing in the agile context.
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1. Introduction

In the last two decades, the agile software development approach has gained much attention since the introduction of the agile manifesto (Fowler and Highsmith 2001). The emphasis has been on faster deliveries of working software to customers who are actively engaged with developers in an iterative process of guiding and shaping the end-product of an information system (Zykov and Singh 2020). This contrasts the traditional plan-driven methods with heavy documentation, pre-defined requirement specifications, and less involvement of customers after the design process (Dingsøyr et al. 2012; Li et al. 2010). The agile system development approach requires self-organizing and well-functioning teams and efficient collaboration and communication routines (Batra et al. 2017). This is not always easy to establish, especially when agile projects increase in scope and complexity involving distributed coordination of large-scale information systems (IS) projects (Santos et al. 2015).

It is an increasing interest among scholars and practitioners regarding the role of knowledge management (KM) in agile software projects (Ghobadi 2015; Maudal and Dingsøyr 2021; Ouriques et al. 2019). Software development is a highly innovative and knowledge-intensive activity, and KM is therefore an important perspective for understanding the knowledge processes going on during the system development life cycle (Nakayama et al. 2021). However, the ways that tacit and explicit knowledge is transferred and how knowledge is optimally utilized in an agile software setting are still not fully understood (Napoleão et al. 2021). Tacit knowledge and especially sharing of knowledge during stand-up meetings, pair programming, post-mortems, and informal communication in general, are embedded in the nature of the agile approach (Ouriques et al. 2019). By comparing rigorous documentation in plan-driven methods, the agile approach seeks to develop “just enough” documentation, and working software is ranked higher than documentation (Marinho et al. 2019). One KM perspective combines the personalization (behavioural, networking) and the codification (technocratic,
repository) to develop relevant practices, strategies, and appropriate tools to support knowledge work (Alavi et al. 2005). The personalization model pays attention to tacit knowledge and seeks to support knowledge-sharing and rich communication activities in different types of groups, teams, and communities of practice (e.g., system development teams, professional networks) by providing them with interactive communication tools, such as collaboration platforms, email, videoconference, and social software. The personalization model focuses on networking, collaboration, communication, and informal relations in organizations (Wenger et al. 2002). In contrast, the codification model is more technologically oriented and pays attention to explicit knowledge and how to codify knowledge by creating documents for reuse purposes through repositories. Regardless of knowledge forms, knowledge transfer relies on individual motivations, formal and informal networks, and social cohesion (Sarker et al. 2005).

This study seeks to understand how knowledge can be efficiently mobilized in an agile software setting comprising IS development. We develop the concept of knowledge mobilization to understand how different knowledge processes can come into play both within agile intra-team and inter-team settings. To develop this concept of knowledge mobilization, we conducted a literature review to integrate extant research to get an overview of empirical studies focusing on different knowledge management processes in an agile software setting. The following research question has guided our research study:

**How can knowledge be mobilized in agile information systems projects?**

Thus, we systematically reviewed studies of relevance to understand how previous research has addressed the role of KM in agile software development settings. We organize our findings into recurring themes and patterns identified in the literature to understand knowledge processes and barriers to knowledge sharing. We also aim to clarify how the agile context enables knowledge mobilization.

The paper is organized as follows. First, we present our research method for conducting a literature review. Next, we present our findings organized into six recurring themes. After that, we discuss implications for future research. Finally, we make some concluding remarks and present a framework for understanding knowledge mobilization in an agile context for IS development.

### 2. Method

A literature review provides an overview of existing knowledge by identifying and combining prior research studies and recommends a future research agenda. We followed the procedure and practical guidelines of a systematic literature review developed by Kitchenham (2004). The review conducted followed these steps: 1) Identify important literature reviews already existing in the field, develop a protocol with relevant search phrases, and define inclusion and exclusion criteria; 2) Conduct the review including empirical research studies, select relevant studies, perform quality evaluation, and integrate related topics and patterns; and 3) Summarize the review results and prepare a write-up. The results of our literature study include research studies published during the last decade (2012-2022). In addition, a backward search is performed not to overlook important studies in the last decade.

To identify relevant research studies, we used search phrases related to knowledge management and agile software development (Table 1). We used the Scopus database as the search engine. The search was performed on “title” and “keywords” on the specified literature topics. The inclusion criteria were empirical research studies published in outlets comprising research articles, conference papers, and book chapters. Especially studies focusing on the role of KM and knowledge processes related to teamwork, collaboration, coordination, and communication in agile software projects were included. In addition, studies focusing on specific organizational context/structure and culture facilitating knowledge mobilization were of interest. We excluded studies on computer science topics related to specific agile methods, programming languages, and algorithms. However, technical solutions and infrastructures supporting knowledge work and processes in the agile environment were of interest. The primary focus was to understand the socio-technical processes that are unfolding in agile software projects and how knowledge is mobilized in these settings to enhance team performance.
Research in knowledge management and agile system development is multidisciplinary. Therefore relevant topics recurred in several subject areas comprising information systems, business, management and accounting, social sciences, knowledge management, software engineering, and computer science. The initial search provided 88 publications encompassing 65 conference papers, 22 journal articles, and one book section. The abstracts of these papers were read to select relevant studies for the research question. The inclusion/exclusion criteria were used to select relevant studies or remove studies that did not match the topics of interest. After this step, we ended up with a shortlist of 54 publications, including 37 empirical studies, eight literature reviews, and nine conceptual papers. The empirical studies comprised 15 journal papers and 22 conference papers. We decided to focus on the journal papers to ensure the richness of the empirical studies.

The contents of these journal publications were completely checked, and both the inclusion and exclusion criteria guided this selection step. In addition, the quality of the research studies reported was carefully reviewed, and especially the research methods applied were evaluated. Only one of the journal papers at this stage did not match our topic of interest. After this step, we had a final body of 14 journal publications to analyse in-depth (Table 2).

These empirical studies comprise rigorous studies with rich material and are the subject of deeper analysis. The literature review studies and the conceptual studies identified were utilized to get an overview of the field. The limited number of empirical studies published in highly acclaimed journals indicates that the research area of knowledge management in relation to agile software development is an immature research area, and conference papers are dominant per se.

3. Findings

Based on the keyword analysis, the findings from the literature review were classified into six main recurring themes of KM in agile software projects comprising (1) *Agile practices promoting KM*, (2) *Agile practices require efficient knowledge sharing and transfer*, (3) *Barriers and risks to knowledge sharing and knowledge transfer in agile projects*, (4) *Important conditions to resolve barriers and risks for knowledge sharing and knowledge transfer in agile projects*, (5) *Scaling up agile projects – inter-team structures and the need for coordination*, (6) *Dark side of agile projects*. These themes are mapped into a framework showing important conditions, characteristics, enablers, and inhibitors for mobilizing knowledge in an agile context (Table 3).

### 3.1 Agile practices promoting KM

The focus on tacit knowledge sharing and the networking model is a dominating research perspective on KM in agile software development. Studying agile practices and KM in Indian firms, Sing and colleagues (2014) show evidence that more than 60 % of the KM practices resulted in positive responses. This indicates that agile practices themselves promote KM. Those practices were related to KM environment, KM culture and policies, knowledge capture and organization, knowledge sharing, training, mentoring, and KM technologies. The most commonly used practice was learning and sharing through discussion forums. The least accepted practice was dependence upon documents for knowledge transfer, which indicates that explicit knowledge and the repository model of KM are less supporting. Overall, their study provides evidence that tacit knowledge dominates in agile software development and that the agile approach depends on tacit knowledge sharing. However, the Indian software industry with agile practices emphasized the need for more formality regarding KM. The formal role in handling KM was often lacking (e.g., employment of a chief knowledge officer). In addition, it was a need for a scrum master role, but this was seldom established. Reliance on authority that provides guidelines for using agile methods could be significant for the outcome of a project. Moreover, a
healthy KM environment and appropriate technologies are essential to establish. Most of the findings in this study agreed with the agile manifesto.

An informative workspace, knowledge repositories, engineering practices and cloud infrastructures, were all important elements of the agile environment leading to KM processes of knowledge capitalization, knowledge sharing, and knowledge creation. Knowledge repositories were, in some cases, critical formal structures besides networking. This was illustrated in a model depicting agile practices and cloud services supporting KM in large organizations (Khalil and Khalil 2020). The authors conclude that agile practices lead to a knowledge-intensive culture, and collaborative practices consisting of daily meetings, retrospective meetings with clients, and pair programming will promote knowledge capitalization.

Table 3: Framework to understand mobilization of knowledge in an agile context of IS development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main themes</th>
<th>Sub-themes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agile practices promoting KM</td>
<td>Tacit knowledge, the networking model of knowledge management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agile practices require efficient knowledge sharing</td>
<td>Useful knowledge to share, tools to support knowledge sharing; Wikis, chat rooms, team networking, personal communication, social networking, social software, customer collaboration communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and transfer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barriers and risks to knowledge sharing and knowledge</td>
<td>Different organizational roles have different barriers, lack of communication, lack of rewards, lack of trust, job security, motivational and psychological factors, organizational culture, time and resource, knowledge strategy, system methods, professional skills, cost, technology. Factors are interrelated. Risks are team diversity, team capabilities, team perception, project communication, low quality of collaboration technologies, complex and domain specific projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transfer in agile projects</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Important conditions to resolve barriers and risks</td>
<td>Allocated time, supportive culture, organizational structure enhancing collaboration, pair programming, sprint planning, project retrospective, bridge communication gap, positive learning environment, avoid risks by engaging experienced team members, assign project full-time workers, allocate substantial time and resources, tailor the knowledge strategy, choose skilled and motivated people, consider the organizational context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for knowledge sharing and knowledge transfer in agile projects</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scaling up agile projects – inter-team structures and</td>
<td>Informal coordination; experience forums, lunch seminars, instant messaging, open work arena, formal coordination; Scrum of Scrums, MetaScrum, communities of practice for learning and innovation, for scaling up.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the need for coordination</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark side of agile projects</td>
<td>Time pressure – inhibiting team performance, wide scope of knowledge activities, formal and informal controls are important</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Agile practices require efficient knowledge sharing and transfer

Several agile software studies examined knowledge processes regarding knowledge sharing and transfer in the agile environment. They report how contextual factors can promote efficient knowledge processes and avoid risks (Ghobadi and Mathiassen 2017) and barriers (Ghobadi and Mathiassen 2016; Heeager and Nielsen 2017) for knowledge flow.

Seventeen useful knowledge types encompass knowledge related to methodology and database design, software testing, communication skills, system integration, and writing business reports (Khoza and Bwalya 2021). Ways of sharing knowledge include wikis, chat rooms, team networking, personal communication, social
networking, and customer collaboration. At the same time, codified knowledge was also noted as essential means of supporting knowledge sharing. Social software, particularly the use of Wikis, provided understanding for learning and adoption of agile processes and was reported as beneficial for experience sharing and collaborative learning (Heredia et al. 2014). The learning of agile software processes was strongly related to actively being involved in tacit knowledge sharing during the collaborative learning process. Efficient collaboration in teams is crucial in agile software projects, and understanding different dimensions of the concept is a must. According to Batra and colleagues (2017), collaboration comprises mutual benefits, engagement, coordination, communication, and knowledge sharing. Thus, collaboration is much more multifaceted than presumed in the Agile Manifesto.

3.3 Barriers and risks to knowledge sharing and knowledge transfer in agile projects

Different organizational roles have different views of knowledge-sharing barriers. Ghobadi and Mathiassen (2016) identified 37 specific barriers. Causal maps for different roles (project managers, developers, testers, and users) were presented to get an overview of the barriers related to team, process, and context to understand barriers to effective knowledge sharing in agile software teams. Project setting barriers are crucial for project managers, project communication, and project organization. Also, team capabilities barriers are vital for developers, testers, and users. In addition, Khoza and Bwalya (2021) identified 33 factors influencing sharing of useful knowledge. They highlighted job security, motivational factors, time, psychological factors, lack of communication, lack of rewards, and lack of trust.

Heeager and Nielsen (2017) developed a conceptual model with barriers to knowledge transfer comprising organizational culture, time and resources, knowledge strategy, and motivation and willingness. These barriers should be looked at as interrelated and not in isolation. Concurrent with this last-mentioned study, Wendling and colleagues (2013) also showed the importance of understanding the relationships between barriers to knowledge sharing in global teams. For instance, cultural differences were negatively related to absorptive capacity. Some barriers were also enablers for knowledge sharing; time zone differences can be challenging but also positive since this increases time for activities and knowledge sharing in a global team. They presented a framework of enablers and barriers for knowledge sharing in global teams. The study confirmed existing barriers described in previous literature but also identified new knowledge-sharing barriers related to technology, professional skills, cost, and software development methodology.

Identified risks to knowledge sharing are team diversity (language, time, place, discipline), team capabilities (insufficient understanding of business domain, context, collaboration technologies, requirements, social skills), team perceptions (e.g., lack of motivation), project communication, low quality of collaboration technologies and development processes, complex and domain-specific projects (Ghobadi and Mathiassen 2017).

Gregory and colleagues (2016) aimed to map the landscape of agile practitioner challenges and identified seven main themes and 27 sub-themes. Sustainability was an important theme that included knowledge sharing, process improvement, documentation, and contracts. The challenge was also related to skills – and the need for developers to be “masters of all trades,” including social skills and business knowledge.

Important conditions to resolve barriers and risks for knowledge sharing and knowledge transfer in agile projects

Allocated time, supportive culture, the organizational structure supporting team collaboration, pair programming, sprint planning, and project retrospectives were important factors supporting knowledge sharing (Khoza and Bwalya 2021). Software development teams must bridge communication gaps and build a shared understanding to overcome barriers. In addition, the organizational roles’ diversity must be considered (Ghobadi and Mathiassen 2016). In addition, a positive learning environment was crucial to increase motivation and individual commitment to enable effective knowledge sharing (Gregory et al. 2016). Moreover, several knowledge-sharing solutions were suggested to avoid risks, engage experienced team members, assign full-time project workers, do mentoring, and create and develop shared goals (Ghobadi and Mathiassen 2017). Heeager and Nielsen (2017) developed some heuristics to handle barriers to knowledge sharing. They are: be aware of potential barriers and the relationships between them, choose skilled and motivated people, tailor your knowledge strategy, allocate substantial time and resources, and be mindful of your organizational context.
3.4 Scaling up agile projects – inter-team structures and the need for coordination

Coordination is crucial for agile software projects, especially when they scale up to larger projects requiring an inter-team structure (Batra et al. 2017; Dingsøyr et al. 2018; Santos et al. 2015). Different competencies and business languages exist in such complex settings, and knowledge sharing between client and vendor is part of the collaboration leveraging expertise and know-how. Business knowledge is shared from client to vendor, and technical knowledge is shared from the vendor to the client (Batra et al. 2017).

According to Dingsøyr and colleagues (2018), large-scale software projects require informal and formal coordination of inter-team knowledge sharing. Informal coordination comprises experience forums, lunch seminars, and instant messaging, and formal arenas are Scrum of Scrums (on sub-project level) and Metascrums (on project level). In this study, the informal arenas became more dominating over time, and an open work area supported efficient coordination and knowledge sharing. The organizational culture changed gradually towards more trust and collaboration. Customer collaboration involved knowledge sharing between people with business skills from the customer organization, and people with construction skills from the developers. Santos and colleagues (2015) provide evidence that more iterations that were undertaken improved coordination and knowledge sharing by the most agile companies, and knowledge sharing mechanisms proved to support the creation of business value. They developed a conceptual model explaining knowledge sharing across agile teams, including purposeful practices, organizational conditions, and stimuli. Important work practices were face-to-face conversations, informative workspaces, rotations among teams and projects, collective meetings, pair programming between different teams, internal seminars with technical presentations, marathons (competitions), coding Dojos (e.g., at lunch time). Important conditions were strategy, structure, culture and individual behavior, top management and leadership support, communication flow, integration among teams and projects, and successful agile method adoption.

In addition, communities of practice (CoPs) which are groups that share and create knowledge to enhance learning and innovation in organizations (Brown and Duguid 1991), generated valuable mechanisms for knowledge sharing related to inter-team coordination and communication (Paasivaaara and Lassenius 2014). In this study conducted by Paasivaaara and Lassenius (2014), CoPs played different roles in the transformation phase from plan-driven to agile software development and in the scaling-up phase from intra- to inter-team settings. They played a role in continuous improvement and showed it to be a valuable mechanism for knowledge sharing, inter-team coordination, and communication. They were necessary to implement a large-scale agile approach supporting the transformation process successfully. In this study, 20 CoPs were active, four of which were most important for the transformation process. Successful criteria for the CoPs and how they evolved were also elaborated. Some characteristics of CoPs were an interesting topic with concrete benefits to participants, a passionate leader, decision-making authority, supporting tools to create transparency, and cross-site participation when needed. The CoPs became important for knowledge sharing and learning in other projects after the agile project was completed.

3.5 Dark side of agile projects

One study reported on the dark side of agile projects regarding innovation and learning in organizations (Annosi et al. 2016), which implies knowledge-sharing problems. The study showed that applying agile approaches (e.g., Scrum) provided negative effects. Time pressure (deadline pressure) was found to be negative for self-regulated teams and inhibited team performance and engagement in learning and innovation activities. Other challenges were related to lack of support for technical implementation and product innovation, and that too broad knowledge was damaging expertise, difficulty in understanding the big picture of the product, and the teams had problems handling the broad scope of knowledge activities. Managerial practices and good work routines, including formal and informal controls, were necessary conditions for the teams’ self-regulating learning and innovation. It is also dependent upon the teams’ internal pressure. A paradigm model for time pressure was developed in this study. While not mentioned explicitly, this study has implications for KM. Both formal and informal controls are a critical part of a knowledge management strategy.

4. Implications for future research

Future research should assess the influence of different software development methodologies on knowledge sharing and how agile methods can facilitate knowledge sharing (Wendling et al. 2013). Moreover, there is a need to understand factors influencing knowledge sharing in different contexts (Ghobadi 2015; Ghobadi and Mathiassen 2016; Ghobadi and Mathiassen 2017; Khoza and Bwalya 2021) to understand factors related to inter-team knowledge sharing (Dingsøyr et al. 2018; Santos et al. 2015), to address strategies for knowledge transfer.
between agile teams, and to develop measures against knowledge sharing barriers (Heeager and Nielsen 2017). Future studies should investigate incentives and mechanisms that may encourage knowledge sharing, compare its processes across different industries, and study knowledge sharing in different organizational roles (Ghobadi and Mathiassen 2016; Khoza and Bwalya 2021).

Moreover, future research should focus on high-performing and low-performing projects concerning knowledge-sharing risk profiles (Ghobadi and Mathiassen 2017) and on customer collaboration and inter-team coordination. The influence of culture, context, and the coordination mechanisms in larger projects should be focused (Batra et al. 2017; Dingsøyr et al. 2018), how practices are adopted to scale, and how the context of development programmes may influence the up-scaling approach (Dingsøyr et al. 2018). Future research should also determine antecedents of collaboration and study how collaboration affects capability, agility, and project success, in addition to team autonomy, competence, and trust (Batra et al. 2017).

Future research should continuously focus on the networking model of KM to get additional data on challenges and success factors regarding the role of CoPs for agile adoption (Paasivaara and Lassenius 2014). Especially the focus could be on contextual factors, organizational culture, structure, and national culture regarding the value of CoPs. Future studies should involve a diversity of industry sectors and large organizations to increase the understanding of the value of CoPs in large-scale agile IS projects. Further studies are needed to understand the agile practitioner’s challenge landscape, measure the agile value, and understand the cultural change (Gregory et al. 2016). Finally, future research should focus on the dark side of agile projects and include teams from multiple firms to understand the impacts on team learning and innovation (Annosi et al. 2016).

5. Conclusion

This study examined the role of KM in agile software development projects. Our findings build on a literature study to overview how previous research has addressed this topic. The aim has been to understand how knowledge can and ought to be mobilized in the agile context. Table 3 shows a framework including elements enabling/inhibiting the mobilizing of knowledge in an agile context of IS development. First, the previous body of research clearly illustrates that agile software development practices and the agile manifesto promote KM, tacit knowledge sharing, and the networking model of KM dominate in front of the repository model and explicit knowledge. To understand how knowledge is efficiently mobilized in the agile software development context, we need to consider specific challenges, barriers, and risks to overcome them. Findings illustrate that mobilizing knowledge in the agile software development context embeds complexity, making knowledge sharing and knowledge transfer challenging. And the complexity increases when agile projects are scaling up into inter-team structures. Informal coordination mechanisms and communities of practice were important initiatives for dealing with large-scale agile projects. We recommend several measures for efficient knowledge sharing in the agile context.

Overall, this literature study revealed specific research gaps, providing evidence that the role of KM in agile software projects represents an immature research field. Future research recommendations have also been outlined.
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